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Thailand 
Organized circuit 
We are pleased to accommodate you on one of our circuits. You will find in this 
Card-index technical further information allowing you to organize as well as possible 
Your voyage. 
THE CIRCUIT ORGANIZES: 
It is a circuit where all was thought for you. Everyone can reach these circuits for 
To discover all the sites impossible to circumvent. They include visits, transport and lodging: you will 
not have 
More than to benefit fully from your voyage. 
INDICATIVE ROUTE : It is given as an indication. It can be modified according to the arrivals 
And of the departures of the international flights, the climatic conditions, the inland transports and of 
Places of lodging. We indicate to you the number of kilometers traversed as well as the duration 
Estimated time of transport. The latter can vary according to the climatic conditions and to 
Traffic. 
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For you, a marked out course of many enriching discoveries: 
Bangkok and most beautiful islands of the south of Thailand. 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

** 1e DAY : ** arrivEE with Bangkok ( 60km-1h) . Reception and transfer with your Hotel. Diner and 
harms.  
**2nd DAY: ** Bangkok marchE floating. DEleaves for Damnoen Saduak+DEto fast at the local 

restaurant the aprES-midday, return with Bangkok to visit: the Royal Palate, Wat Phra Keo which 
shelters the Emerald Buddha, DEleaves at the end of the eveningEE direction chumphon 650 km drank 
some VIP climatisE. Local meal in course of way.  
** 3rd DAY: **   arrivE chumphon REception HOtel+ small DEto fast morningEE free 

*dEto fast, aprES midday DEleaves towards islands KOH CAT in longboat approximately 45 minutes.  
                     * reception HOtel+dIner+Tour ofIin 4x4 

**4th DAY : ** DEchumphon+d leavesEto fast, in DEapr drankES midday direction Krabi 350km 

REception HOtel+ DIner ( in option goes night for those which it DE250 bath by people sirent) . 
**5th DAY:** small DEto fast + visit and  pleasant way, which will lead you towards a natural 
destination and an instructive visit of Krabi to see places CELEbres and attractive like the Beach of 
fossils containing an astronomical number of shells fossilisES âGES of more than 40 million yearEbe. 
Continue then towards Wat Tham Sue, one of the Buddhist temples most known for the mEditation 
with a staircase of 600 mEvery top including/understanding 1272 steps. AprEfree S-midday 
................... 
                         
**6th DAY**small DEjeuner+dEleaves in DEmorning drankEE in direction of the national natural reserve 
of Krabi Où the sources of hot water approximately 40 degr isES. DEto fast local, in DEapr drankES 
midday direction swimming pool Emeraude ( natural water minEral) . Return HOsuch finally aprES 
midi+dEto fast eveningEE free 
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 **7th DAY**DEjeuner+dEleaves in direction koh Lanta ( 45 minutes of boats)  

REception HOtel+ visit ofI( in option for those which it DEsirent, an excursion between four and five 
hours of the neighbourhoods of the archipelago of koh Lanta .1000 bath per anybody)  DINE, return at 
the end of the eveningEE.  
** 8th DAY : **small DEto fast + DEleaves direction koh phi phi in boat 
REception HOsuch in DEm drankâtiner DEleaves for the beach MAYA BAY ( THE BEACH) , 
Peak NIC on the beach of MAYA BAY, in apr mediumES midday direction Monkey Beach visits beach 
of the monkeys. Finally aprES midday return HOsuch + DIner local. ( In option for those which it 
DEsirent boxing match thaIS or a massage mEdical thaI from one hour 400 Bath by people) . Return 
HOsuch at the end of the eveningEE  
**9th DAY : **small DEto fast mâtiner free ( in option for those which it DEsirent possibilitE of plongE 
with Shark bay ( bay with the shark, 500 bath)  + DEto fast in DEapr drankES midday DEdirection 
puket + transfer leaves with HOtel+ DIner and at the end of the eveningEE for those which it DEsirent 
visit of the principal street of puket “patong ” return with HOsuch at the end of the eveningEE.  
         
 **10th DAY:**small DEto fast + visit in DEm drankâtiner ofIof puket and these beaches. 
DEto fast + in DEapr drankES midday visits toilets fall ( cascades)  and finally aprES midday direction 
south ofIto see laying down it seen impossible to circumvent on the lagoon. Return HOsuch at the end 
of the eveningEE.  
**11th DAY : **journEE free and transfer haveEroport of puket Bangkok direction 
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** 1e DAY : ** arrivEE with Bangkok (60km-1h). Reception and transfer with your Hotel. Diner and harms. 
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REception HOtel+ visit ofI(in option for those which it DEsirent, an excursion between four and five hours of the neighbourhoods of the archipelago of koh Lanta .1000 bath per anybody) DINE, return at the end of the eveningEE. 

** 8th DAY : **small DEto fast + DEleaves direction koh phi phi in boat

REception HOsuch in DEm drankâtiner DEleaves for the beach MAYA BAY (THE BEACH),

Peak NIC on the beach of MAYA BAY, in apr mediumES midday direction Monkey Beach visits beach of the monkeys. Finally aprES midday return HOsuch + DIner local. (In option for those which it DEsirent boxing match thaIS or a massage mEdical thaI from one hour 400 Bath by people). Return HOsuch at the end of the eveningEE 
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 **10th DAY:**small DEto fast + visit in DEm drankâtiner ofIof puket and these beaches.
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